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Issue # 05
March 11, 1959 aH
About our symbol
As Europeans we are fighting politicians who seek to ban the swastika,
the question of the return to port our old symbol with the swastika in
center was asked to our Beloved Prophet. He replied:
"Asia except for which the question does not arise, is to decide Raelians
what symbol they want to wear, but of course we always encourage the true symbol
with the true swastika! "
Dear Raelians, so it's up to you to decide if the symbol you want wear. 
About internet broadcasting
Here are some details of our Beloved Prophet
All members of the structure that do not distribute leaflets in the street
can now do so comfortably at home on the Internet using chat
rooms, forums etc ... because people feel less overwhelmed when they receive
information through the Internet than when given in the street, partly because
when they are connected to the net because they want to interact with other
people, which is not necessarily the case for people on the street where everyone has
fear of being abused, invaded and mess around with intruders.
When they connect to the net, their mindset is totally different: they are
receptive because they feel free and protected by the fact that there is no contact
direct physical and they think that the screen protect them as a "screen", while in
Indeed, it connects to the world and helps to ensure that every thing they look penetrated their
mind.
So the Raelians who did not like intruders in the brains of people can
now be very excited to spread the messages on the net and provide the
download free messages to other people ... even hostile! Fear
being rejected by people in the street disappears for broadcasters because they are also
protected by the screen of any negative reaction and any judgments ... and also,
Again, the best way to respond to hostile people is to tell them:
download messages, it's free, and then you can judge for yourself at
Rather than repeating the media rumors and prejudices ... "
Leon is also a proposal, approved by our Prophet Although Beloved
We ask our members to go to Internet cafes and any place like that

with computers available, and put our site www.rael.org as site
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default. When someone uses that computer to go on the web then, our
site appear automatically.
Let's move a little bit of time doing that, especially in Korea which is the first country
the world for the number of Internet visitors, and Japan as well.
About our members
Marie Helene Parent, Claire Labrie and Genevieve Parent of Florida have left the
structure. Our best wishes are with them.
Request Assistance
Rael City
... Is the name of a game designed by our Beloved Prophet to be very
Revolutionary!
If you have experience in game creation, contact Cameron
raelcity@raelianmovement.org
CELEBRITY TEAM International Research urgently:
TWO ASSISTANT (S) TO THE ROSTER OF CELEBRITIES
Defining Positions:
They will be able to make records and update regularly, the file in International
Intranet. Tasks will be distributed by the OIC. file.
They also will be able to replace in case of unavailability.
These two people must have time, know how to write English correctly, have the spirit of
synthesis to make summaries and rigor to miss any important information and make
a card that does not seem to be a draft.
RESPONSIBLE FOR 1 WITH 1 SECRETATARIAT ASSISTANT (E)
Definition of Position:
The person responsible will be in charge, with his team of international mail sent to
celebrities and VIPs. They should be able to archive all of our actions
Prophet towards celebrities + From CT International.
Achieve and maintain accurate charts of TB. And finally, to assist the responsible
Planetary and his assistant for all written requests and monitoring.
All these people must at least speak English, those who speak french and spanish
are also welcome!
Thank you propose as soon as possible to your application Nayah

stargatesylvie@aol.com
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CONTACT needs a little help too ...
When contact is written, he is half English, half in our French ...
challenge when our Beloved Prophet gave the green light, it's you
forward as quickly as possible .. you want all the news is
cool, is not it?
Until now, the English version is made by Marina Chicago, assisted
Annabel Toronto. Until last week, the replay was made by Susan
New York, but she now attends Marc on the east coast of the U.S. and then contact a
need a new proofreader English that can be as fast as Susan (
thank you Susan, you did a really excellent "job") and would be available a few
hours each week. Proofreading is essential to our image because hundreds
non-Raelians around the world read this English version, so please do
not let us down!
Contact would also need help for the French version. If you are French and
understand English and you feel concerned by the fact out of the French version of
contact at the same time as the English version ... contact us ... At the moment it
Brigitte still making this translation because the translation team international
requires a minimum of 3 days to do so.
Contact to contact: news@rael.org
For our pleasure
Here is a picture of Lisa, which was published this week
Korea following the fantastic broadcast carried by
Team Miami ... so beautiful dear Lisa!
We lost count of all articles published
Suite C date of femininity ... What a great success ...
we just learn that Dora Switzerland
held a "coffee femininity" this week and also had
radio and TV present ... more in the next
contactJ

